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The CCPN Project

■■ Collaborative Computing Project for NMRCollaborative Computing Project for NMR
●● Started in 1999 (BBSRC funding)Started in 1999 (BBSRC funding)

■■ Unifying platform for NMR softwareUnifying platform for NMR software
●● Similar toSimilar to CCP4 (XCCP4 (X--ray)ray)

■■ Main goals:Main goals:
●● Data standards and software integrationData standards and software integration

■■ Model, subroutine librariesModel, subroutine libraries
■■ Data modeling toolsData modeling tools

●● Software developmentSoftware development and distributionand distribution
●● Meetings and workshopsMeetings and workshops



People

■■ Cambridge (Biochemistry)Cambridge (Biochemistry)
●● Ernest Ernest LaueLaue
●● Wayne BoucherWayne Boucher
●● RasmusRasmus FoghFogh
●● Tim StevensTim Stevens
●● Dan O’Donovan (new!) Dan O’Donovan (new!) 
●● Wolfgang Wolfgang RiepingRieping (new!)(new!)

■■ EBI (MSD), EBI (MSD), HinxtonHinxton
●● Kim Kim HenrickHenrick
●● John John IonidesIonides
●● WimWim VrankenVranken
●● Anne Anne PajonPajon

■■ Plus external collaboratorsPlus external collaborators



Credits

■■ Funding:Funding:
●● BBSRC (2000BBSRC (2000--2003, 20032003, 2003--2006)2006)
●● EUEU--NMRQUAL (2001NMRQUAL (2001--2004)2004)
●● EUEU--TEMBLOR (2002TEMBLOR (2002--2005)2005)
●● EUEU--NMRextendNMRextend (2005(2005--2008)2008)

■■ Major Data Model contributors:Major Data Model contributors:
●● BioMagResBankBioMagResBank (NMR(NMR--STAR)STAR)
●● EBI, MSD group (Molecular structure model)EBI, MSD group (Molecular structure model)
●● PIMS Project (Laboratory information modeling)PIMS Project (Laboratory information modeling)
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NMR Software - problem

Heterogeneous developmentHeterogeneous development

●● Lots of standLots of stand--alone programsalone programs
●● Lots of proprietary data formatsLots of proprietary data formats

■■ converters necessaryconverters necessary

●● Data is ‘lost’ along the wayData is ‘lost’ along the way
●● Not acceptable for structural genomics projectsNot acceptable for structural genomics projects

●● No access to existing program codeNo access to existing program code
●● No code sharing or reNo code sharing or re--useuse
●● You keep reYou keep re--inventing the wheelinventing the wheel
●● Resources are spread thinResources are spread thin



NMR Software - solution

Data standardsData standards

●● Lossless data transfer between programsLossless data transfer between programs
●● Completeness, integrity of dataCompleteness, integrity of data
●● Data harvestingData harvesting

■■ all data retained till depositionall data retained till deposition
●● Allows data miningAllows data mining

●● Link and integrate softwareLink and integrate software
●● Work between programsWork between programs
●● Allow addition of modulesAllow addition of modules



Requirements

■■ Precise standardPrecise standard
■■ A single central descriptionA single central description
■■ Validation directly against standardValidation directly against standard
■■ Support applications as they run.Support applications as they run.

●● Comprehensive modelComprehensive model
●● Intermediate resultsIntermediate results
●● Consistency for rapidly changing dataConsistency for rapidly changing data

■■ Easy to maintain and modifyEasy to maintain and modify
■■ ProgrammerProgrammer--friendlyfriendly



Standard Data Format ?

■■ Original approach: Specify a formatOriginal approach: Specify a format

■■ Which to choose?Which to choose?
●● STAR/CIF/STAR/CIF/mmCIFmmCIF

■■ established, used for existing standardsestablished, used for existing standards
●● XML XML 

■■wave of the futurewave of the future
■■ human readablehuman readable
■■ lots of softwarelots of software

●● SQL databases SQL databases 
■■ heavy dutyheavy duty



Standard Data Model !

■■ Abstract data model Abstract data model –– UMLUML

■■ No stable format No stable format –– stable APIstable API
●● easier to maintain as model changeseasier to maintain as model changes

■■ Support XML Support XML andand SQL, underneathSQL, underneath

■■ Support several programming languagesSupport several programming languages

■■ How?How?



Standard Data Model !

■■ Abstract data model Abstract data model –– UMLUML

■■ No stable format No stable format –– stable APIstable API
●● easier to maintain as model changeseasier to maintain as model changes

■■ Support XML Support XML andand SQL, underneathSQL, underneath

■■ Support several programming languagesSupport several programming languages

■■ Automatic code generation!Automatic code generation!



CCPN Emphasis

■■ Applications rather than web servicesApplications rather than web services

■■ Comprehensive storage, Comprehensive storage, 
rather than message passingrather than message passing

■■ Data rather than documentsData rather than documents

■■ Validity and consistency checkingValidity and consistency checking

■■ Capture data as they are createdCapture data as they are created
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Memops modeling machinery

■■ Generic, contentGeneric, content--independentindependent
■■ Based on UML modelBased on UML model
■■ One model One model ––> many implementations> many implementations
■■ Fully automatic code generationFully automatic code generation

■■ Implemented in PythonImplemented in Python
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Generated code

■■ One single version One single version –– automaticallyautomatically
●● No provision for tuningNo provision for tuning

■■ Object oriented APIsObject oriented APIs
●● Function code derived automatically from known structure of Function code derived automatically from known structure of 

datadata

■■ SQL and XML schemasSQL and XML schemas

■■ I/O mappings and I/O codeI/O mappings and I/O code

■■ DocumentationDocumentation



Code Generation Process

■■ 1. Edit UML model1. Edit UML model
●● ObjectDomainObjectDomain

■■ 2. Export model to disk 2. Export model to disk 
●● CCPNCCPN Python filePython file

■■ 3. Load model into memory3. Load model into memory
●● CCPN CCPN MetaModelMetaModel objects holding informationobjects holding information

■■ 4. Generate API, I/O mappings, documentation, 4. Generate API, I/O mappings, documentation, 
XML and database schemas, …XML and database schemas, …
●● MemopsMemops (CCPN) code generation(CCPN) code generation
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Modeling Criteria

■■ ComprehensiveComprehensive
●● Contains all data you need for an applicationContains all data you need for an application

■■ GeneralGeneral
●● Can handle all likely ways of workingCan handle all likely ways of working

■■ NormalisedNormalised
●● Data stored only onceData stored only once

■■ Unavoidably complexUnavoidably complex



Model Contains

■■ PackagesPackages
●● Organises contents (model, code, and data)Organises contents (model, code, and data)

■■ ClassesClasses
●● Attributes (e.g. strings, floats)Attributes (e.g. strings, floats)
●● Links (connections between objects)Links (connections between objects)

■■ Most links are twoMost links are two--wayway

●● May be single or multiple, mandatory or optionalMay be single or multiple, mandatory or optional
●● May be derived, i.e. calculated rather than stored.May be derived, i.e. calculated rather than stored.
●● Operations (function definitions)Operations (function definitions)

■■ Most are implicitMost are implicit



CCPN Packages

■■ Groupings of related dataGroupings of related data
●● e.g. NMR, Xe.g. NMR, X--ray, Molecular descriptionray, Molecular description

■■ Connections between packagesConnections between packages
●● e.g. NMR loads Nucleus (isotope) e.g. NMR loads Nucleus (isotope) 

informationinformation

■■ Allows lazy loadingAllows lazy loading
●● Only load relevant dataOnly load relevant data
●● Only load when a link is queriedOnly load when a link is queried

■■ Save only modifiedSave only modified

■■ Reference packagesReference packages
●● Chemical compounds,Chemical compounds,
●● Reference chemical shiftsReference chemical shifts
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CCPN API Overview 

■■ Classes for developersClasses for developers
●● Data access only (get, set, create delete)Data access only (get, set, create delete)
●● Fully functional, complete consistency checkingFully functional, complete consistency checking

■■ Type, cardinality, Type, cardinality, handcodedhandcoded constraintsconstraints
●● Data loading handled automaticallyData loading handled automatically

■■ Currently 35 packages, 336 classesCurrently 35 packages, 336 classes

■■ AutogeneratedAutogenerated code contains: code contains: 
●● 615 000 lines Python (XML)615 000 lines Python (XML)
●● 725 000 lines Python API documentation725 000 lines Python API documentation
●● 1 422 000 lines Java (XML and SQL)1 422 000 lines Java (XML and SQL)



Developer Benefits -1

■■ Precisely specified data model and APIPrecisely specified data model and API

■■ No I/O codeNo I/O code

■■ Validity checkingValidity checking

■■ Concentrate on science, not bookkeepingConcentrate on science, not bookkeeping



Developer Benefits - 2

■■ ExtendibleExtendible
●● Application data can be assigned to any objectApplication data can be assigned to any object
●● UML model can be extended UML model can be extended 

■■ New scientific areasNew scientific areas
■■ Custom packagesCustom packages

■■ Notification systemNotification system
●● Register interest when specified attribute changes Register interest when specified attribute changes 

(class, not object, level). E.g. for GUIs.(class, not object, level). E.g. for GUIs.



Current Status of API

■■ Stable, released and tested:Stable, released and tested:
●● Python and XML API and code generationPython and XML API and code generation
●● NMR, molecule description and structure data NMR, molecule description and structure data 

modelmodel

■■ In testing stages:In testing stages:
●● Java and XML/SQL API and code generationJava and XML/SQL API and code generation
●● Protein production data model (PIMS)Protein production data model (PIMS)
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New Core generation technology

■■ Reduce burden of adding new languages, formatsReduce burden of adding new languages, formats
●● Languages (Python, Java, C++, Perl)Languages (Python, Java, C++, Perl)
●● Storage formats (XML, SQL)Storage formats (XML, SQL)
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Plans for Languages and Formats

Python Java C/C++ (Perl)
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-- NMRVIEWNMRVIEW

-- AzaraAzara
-- ExtendExtend--NMRNMR
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-- AUTOPSYAUTOPSY
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-- (CYANA)(CYANA)
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API - Operations provided

■■ ‘‘get’ and ‘set’ get’ and ‘set’ (Attributes and links)(Attributes and links)
■■ ‘add’ and ‘remove’ ‘add’ and ‘remove’ (Multiple attributes and links)(Multiple attributes and links)
■■ ‘‘findFirstfindFirst’ and ‘’ and ‘findAllfindAll’ ’ (Multiple links)(Multiple links)

●● Simple filtering (attribute == value)Simple filtering (attribute == value)

■■ create and ‘new’ create and ‘new’ (Objects)(Objects)
●● Normal and ‘factory function’ object creationNormal and ‘factory function’ object creation

■■ delete delete (Objects)(Objects)
●● ‘Delete’ function. Cascades to objects that would ‘Delete’ function. Cascades to objects that would 

otherwise be rendered invalid.otherwise be rendered invalid.



New Core API technology, cont.

■■ RemodellingRemodelling of implementation detailsof implementation details
●● Storage pointersStorage pointers
●● Collection types (sets, ordered sets, lists)Collection types (sets, ordered sets, lists)
●● Root objectsRoot objects

■■ Complex data typesComplex data types
●● e.g. rotation matrixe.g. rotation matrix

■■ Longer term: Client/Server architectureLonger term: Client/Server architecture
●● For PIMS and 3DFor PIMS and 3D--LIMSLIMS
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